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Inherited paintings
Julie was beautiful.
She was also funny, totally,
sometimes embarrassingly, frank -- and without
pretense. When a college friend of mine, admiring her
paintings and pondering the nature of art, inquired how
and where she began a work, she replied, "At the top,
so I don't get my hand in it."
Her paintings are naive
and personal, taken from family snapshots, but exact in
design and minute in detail. Like a true artist, Julie
found the work exacting and difficult, at times
painful, but inescapable.
In her last year, before she
could complete the last picture described in the verses
that follow, she suffered from Alzheimer's disease.
It
caused her at times to move abruptly in and out of the
world we had shared. Moments of lucidity alternated
with distrust and fear.
The Orchard
A dark green orchard, a tree unshaken by a wind.
A silent Eden where no one sinful can offend.
By natural goodness all about are held in nature's
thrall,
By dots of bright red apples not about to fall.
Dwarfed by tree and distance, two sweatered women
stand,
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Above this rural scene is set cerulean sky,
with wisps of clouds like light meringue that
float before the eye.
The plowed field, the fence, the lawn, the far-off
hill,
Within a narrow frame, a sweet expanse, complete
and still.
The Shanty
Behind a silver chain link fence minutely drawn to
please,
A friendly German Shepherd stares through the
interstices.
He wants to play, he seems to say, to take a walk
with me,
Or join another lively dog in canine revelry.
Behind him is a green doghouse in which he'll rest
and wait,
For me to come and pet him or let him out the
gate.
Behind that house another shelter, larger and in
gray,
Within which, though no one appears, I know a
student stays.
A deeply shadowed doorway and windows also dark,
Receive the light gray sunlight as the dog begins
to bark.
The Meadow
In a verdant field where wild flowers bloom,
By forsythias high as haystacks contented figures
roam.
No lustful Pan or reckless nmph, no coy Leimoniad,
But sober, older rustic folk dressed in cotton
plaid,
Two particolored cows, brown and white and white
and black,
And a menage a trois of chickens seeking out a
snack.
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Despite the simple manner in which this scene is
drawn,
A disproportionate perspective produces a frisson.
For the livestock in the background are no larger
than the man,
The man and wife no lager than the rooster and the
hen.
Is this a way of telling us that whatever the kind
or size,
Creatures are equivalent ~n their creator's eyes?
The Church
A landmark church stands here, an historic place
to pray,
Its celebrated cemetery out of view a block away.
This a Moravian meeting place, spare, spacious,
bright,
Its clean stucco exterior a smooth and lustrous
white.
The windows are clear glass, no pictures in these
frames
But a common bond with nature, which transparency
maintains.
The belfry a circle of columns surmounted by a
dome
Invites like a temple of love in the yard of a
heavenly home.
The glistening spire inspires, and the dark clock
admonishes,
Each precisely painted detail of this Protestant
place astonishes.
The Model from Siam
Upon a cushion emerald green against a chocolate
wall,
sits an oriental odalisque inattentive to my call.
Tan and proud, with cruel disdain she turns her
vacant eyes.
In order not to listen or register surprise.
Without clothes and without shame and with her
feline ways
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She shows an impassivity with h e r unfeeling gaze.
And if you think that's bad enough , there's more
to it than that.
I guess you've guessed the model so unscrutable -a cat.
still Li fe
(Nature Mort )
Flowers from the backyard gar den in a burnished
vase.
Resting on a tabletop -- e i dently for some days.
Lilac blossoms about to s id e like mounds of
purple beads.
Red roses blown and soft wi t h slight discolored
leaves.
In their midst a da is y w'th petals oxide white
Provides false hope of permanence in the
artificial light.
The simple surface upo wh ich this arrangement
stands
Tilts steeply towa r d ~ e v iewer in artistic
legerdemain.
The vase, the flo wers , the foliage i n this soulful
nature mort
The artist has de t erw ' ne d shall not go crashing to
the floor.
e House
Like phantom sh ips ha t sail through mists upon a
darkened sea,
A house appears and di sappears by d i vine agency.
Large and square in th e azure air the edifice is
borne,
Floating free fro m s u bstance in the early morning
sun.
The stucco tan, the gutters gray, the roof tiles
celedon,
The door, the windows and drawn window shades
exactly drawn.
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On the upper story, the rooms set aside,for guests
Are dark -- they may be empty or w1th someone
just at rest.
Of the remaining picture the lower half is
blurred,
Smudged, erased in its entirety, denied a final
word.
The walk, the lawn, the hostas, the green ivy and
the tree
still await the artist to complete the memory.
An Envoi
Thus does the memory of youth-its longing, joy and
pain,
Become a momentary thought to which we turn in
vain.
Dimly, vaguely, sadly do we strain to find
That simple innocence now lost, forgot, obscured
by time.
Just so, these paintings which from time to time I
see,
May in time, for all I know, be all I know of me.
Disparate images drawn by an imaginary hand.
A few forgotten objects in a distant, vanished
land.
Richard N.P. Stewart

2

A Child of God
Viktor Jona§ (pronounced Yonosh) remembered
everything--or almost everything. This facility was
usually a blessing, sometimes an inspiration,
occasionally a distraction.
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For Jonas the distractions of a g ood memory were
manifested in the impressions wh ich ar ose, wave upon
wave with the onset of anyone of a c ountless number
of stimuli -- the timbre of a vo ice , a musical passage,
an aroma, the fall colors against a n azure sky, a walk
through an overgrown country l ane or a storm.
For viktor Jona s it was n ever a matter of
conjuring up impress i ons. with th e slightest
suggestion or stimulus the i mpres sions fell upon him.
Remembrance was not a con scious a ct of wi ll for Viktor,
but rather a sup e rnatura l force over which he had no
control. The remembra n ces we re often beyond
explanation, as were Ezek iel 's v i s i ons of God emanating
from a storm cloud fro m which flashed fire, and from
which issued a sheen which encircled the cloud.
The impression s, so etimes startling, oftentimes
poignant, appeared as episodes from viktor's life -episodes which he r ecog niz ed , but from which he was
detached.
On an evening not so many years ago the
transcendent force over ' ook him, once again, and a
surge of impression s ~ashe d over him.

Viktor Jonas i dl y pus hed himself away from the
de s k covered with wr it ' g t a blet s , book s, contracts and
file folders.
From h ' s of fice wi ndow, the facades of
high-rises facing Ritt enhou se Square were almost
obscured.
In his concentra t '
on the work before him, Jonat
had failed to notice ei ' er the onset of a mid-winter
storm or the advanc in g dark ness o f late a ft ernoon.
As the snow alo ng t e leading edge of the storm
began to fall, the l ig ts throughout the city shimmered
through the gloom out l ' i ng skyscrapers and
thoroughfares alike. As t he light reflected and
diffused across snow- cove red surfaces, the streets,
buildings and trees gre'~ indistinct and the cityscape
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appeared to have fallen beneath the brush strokes of an
impressionist master -- perhaps pissarro or Monet.
Before nightfall the street lamps made valiant but
failed attempts to cast off the cloak of gloom.
Row
upon orderly row of fluorescent lights in the
skyscrapers beyond the park created a soft amber glow
in the atmosphere above the townhouses and apartments.
A lone figure, bent by the west wind, struggled across
a snow-covered walk running diagonally across the park.
Flakes were driven horizontally through cones of light
cast by gas lamps encircling the Square.
All traffic had disappeared and the sophisticated,
arrogant self-assured city drew inwardly and fell
silent.
viktor Jonat would let the storm spend itself, and
then attempt to follow the mainline home to Villanova.
The storm isolated the city from the world beyond
its boundaries and, in turn, isolated Jonas from other
city denizens -- the office workers, the newspaper
vendors, the early evening crowd, who gathered at
Michaels on the Green. The city appeared deserted, and
Jonas was left alone with his thoughts. And now -again -- as had befallen him so many times across the
years, Jonas was confronted with the images of that
lon~-ago day marked by a snowstorm and a simple act of
carlng.
"Viktor, hitch old Buck to the sleigh and go get
Dr. Mechler."
'.'Get hi~ for what?" Viktor uncharacteristically
questloned hlS father's command.
"Why, to bring hl' m here to our home for dinner."
"On Christmas day?"
"Particularly on Christmas Day!
expecting you."

He'll be
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"Buck is skittish about automobiles.
He might
even bolt." The boy knew his protests woul d be in
vain.
"Not today.
Look at the snowfall -- there won't
be an automobile on the road. Hurry on vikt or it's
already past noon."
The heavy snowfall obliterated the sun and the
sky, restricting one's visibility to no more than a few
rods.
Harnessing Buck presented several cha llenges.
Buck was a standard bred of almost eighteen hands and
Viktor, barely twelve, was more than a fo ot shorter.
The weathered barn behind the ma nse was cold and drafty
and the harness was bulky and st iff. Only by clamoring
up the sides of Buck's stall was ik to r able to reach
the horse's head to slip a bri dle ove r the ears and
force the bit past clenched te eth .
The collar was heavy and the spri ng-loaded snaps
on the tug did not respond well to iktor's numb
fingers.
TO crupper Buck was al ~ a y s a risk and Viktor
was particularly cautious arou nd t e horse's hind
quarters.
By the time he had harness e d B ck to the sleigh,
viktor had little feeling in h is and s.
He threw a coarse lap robe . to the sleigh, sprang
from the foot tread to the box , 0 er the runner, and
nimbly pulled himself up and o nt o th e hard wooden
bench.
with a low chirping sound fr m his lips and a
slight snap of the reins, Buck to k a strain on the
harness, the sleigh scraped ac r os s the oak planking and
then slid into the cold, silent s owbound world beyond
the barn door.
viktor pulled his scarf p over his face and his
stocking cap down over his ea rs as he urged Buck
through the swirling flakes a nd th e raw stinging wind.
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only the sleigh's runners, cutting parallel
. the snowpack broke the early afternoon
furrows ~n
,
d
11 d strongly to
stillness
Buck tossed his head an pu e
th
the left,' in an attempt to adjust the collar above
e
withers.
Dr. Mechler lived in a small cottage situated ~ear
the center of town, at the rear of the Blackhawk Gr~ll
and Doc Shine's Pharmacy. Viktor knew the landmarks,
the houses, the verandas, gazebos, shops and stores
along the route to Dr. Mechler's cotta~e. All were so
familiar to Viktor, that he never consldered them to be
other than commonplace.
sometime before the turn of the century, wealthy
merchants, brewers and industrialists had built their
victorian palaces on large parcels along Wisconsin
Avenue -- the town's main thoroughfare. The grand
homes spoke to comfort, spaciousness, elegance,
importance and ornament. From highly decorated
bargeboards to elaborate chess-piece chimneys to
fretwork gables, every variation of victorian design
was in evidence within the village.
with the continued growth of the village, demand
for goods and services of butchers, grocers,
habadashers, barbers, bakers and bankers increased.
The retail businesses nudged aside some of the homes
and nestled closely to others; however, the splendid
mansions were exceedingly slow to make concessions to
merchants, and Wisconsin Avenue retained its
residential character well into Viktor's young
adulthood.
The most striking aspect of the central village
was the large stand of elms, hackberries and oaks,
which graced Wisconsin Avenue and discouraged, for a
time, the indiscriminate expansion of businesses.
The architectural and natural splendors which lay
all about him were of no interest to young Viktor.
Even had he considered them remarkable, he was in no
mood to reflect upon the beauty of his surroundings.
Although obedient to his father, the boy was irritated
with the order. He was frustrated at his inability to
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control events. On this day -- this Christmas day
Viktor was angered that his family holiday was being
interrupted by Doc Mechler -- the town dr unk -- th7
smelly drunk who held up lamp posts on summer even~ngs
and staggered and stumbled and whee z e d hi s way home
from the Blackhawk Grill on winter n ight s.
Doc Mechler whose slurred so li oqui es kept men at
bay and whose drunken, water, un f ocused eyes frightened
children -- became a source of d eri s i on.
It was Doc
Mechler who many said helped yo 9 women who were in
trouble, that is, in trouble i n a f am ily way.
Doc
Mechler who talked to himsel f , k ept to himself and
lived by himself or, as som e s a~ , lived in the saloon.
viktor hoped no one wo uld see him on this day and
associate him, in any way, w '
~ e town's outcast.
Why did his dad have to ru i n
' s Ch ristmas day?
The weather, the holi da y ~d the impassible
e village.
Throughout
s treets, conspired to isol at e
the long glide down Wiscon s i Av e nu e, neither a vehicle
nor a person was to be see n.
The thought occurred t o "," De t or that Doc may be
s leeping off a drunk and rna
~ e ven respond to a
k nock on the door.
"Christmas day would be e er so much better
without Doc Mechler hanging ar
d ," thought Viktor.
"Christmas day was fo r f
aloud.

' l i es," he asserted

with runners chatteri ng ~ e big sleigh inscribed
an arc in turning into Bee c S~ ree t bringing Doc's
unpainted, clapboard cotta ge ' nt o view. Doc was
standing on his doorstep wa ' g a welcome as viktor
r eigned in his horse.
"Merry Christmas Mas ter l iktor."
resonant and phlegm-ratt ed .

The voice was
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"Merry Christmas to you sir," responded a
breathless Viktor. Checking fifteen hundred pounds of
horseflesh had required all of the boy's strength.
The Doctor's white shirt was starched and open at
the neck, his blue serge suit rather formless.
Although the temperature was hovering near fifteen
degrees, Dr. Mechler had not buttoned his overcoat. An
ancient felt hat that appeared never to have been
blocked covered a white and thinning pompadour, lightly
stained yellow around the temples.
"Thank you for fetching me on this bitter day."
"It's not so far and 01' Buck was anxious to get
out of that stall anyway," the boy replied.
The Doctor unsteadily climbed aboard the sleigh
with no little assistance from Viktor.
"There now," the Doctor sighed as he coughed a
consumptive cough and settled onto the hard wooden
bench.
without comment Viktor covered the Doctor with the
lap robe and turned Buck for home.
Back on the main street viktor noticed that the
accumulation of snow had bent the crowns of the oaks
along Wisconsin Avenue and the young boy and the Doctor
rode through nature's gothic arch all the way to the
crest of the hill.
In the grayness of mid-day the gaslights within
the victorian mansions were easily visible, as were the
colored lights framing the windows of Stuhlreyer's
Hardware store.
Conversation between man and boy ceased as Buck
quickened his pace as he surely anticipated the return
to the barn, the oats mixed with sorghum and the curry
brushes.
Viktor's father was standing in the front yard as
the sleigh approached the old manse.
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. t mas, Doctor."
"Merry Chr1s
Your son can handle
d
"Merry Christmas, Reveren.
that horse of yours as we 11 as a man."
"He's all right, isn't he?"
"You're very kind to think of an old man on
Christmas Day," the Doctor punctuated his declaration
with a tip of his hat.
viktor's father took Dr. Mechler
led -- perhaps assisted -- him up the
the porch and into the entrance hall,
viktor's brothers led Buck toward the

by the arm and
icy steps across
as one of
barn.

The manse was a frame house of generous
proportions in keeping with many others built before
the turn of the century atop the hill above the river
valley.
Its tall vertical-sliding sash windows, wraparound porch and numerous fireplaces caused visitors to
consider it charming.
If one had consulted Mrs. Jona§,
she may have described it as a rambling farmhouse.
A
tidy cape cod would have pleased her.
The expansive entrance hall gave one an indication
of the architectural significance of the house.
stained glass panels surrounded a front door eight feet
in height. Geometrically patterned encaustic tiles
covered the floor and brocaded fabric above walnut
panels covered the walls. A brass chandelier of simple
design hung from the thirteen foot ceiling and wall
sconces were mounted about the hallway at regular
intervals. A mahogany hall stand holding several coats
rested against the west wall.
As the Doctor removed his coat with some
assistance from Rev. JonS£, viktor's mother entered the
entrance hall from the corridor leading to the kitchen
at the rear of the house. Mrs. Jonas greeted Dr.
Mechler warmly and, in turn, the Doctor smiled broadly,
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placed a palm across his breast, bowed slightly and
stiffly and then bowed a second time. Viktor
recognized the old-world gesture. He had seen such
expressions of appreciation among family members
before.
The Doctor reached into a coat pocket and brought
forth a neatly wrapped box.
"This is a small, very modest, gift for you, Mrs.
Jonas'. And this is for you, Reverend," handing
viktor's father a tin the size of a Prince Albert
Tobacco can.
Viktor's mother carefully untied the ribbon,
folded the tissue paper aside and lifted a ladies linen
handerchief from the box.
In one corner the Doctor had
painted two delicate butterfly violets with oils.
Leaves and sterns of the plant were represented in two
shades of green. Earth and shadow were suggested by
burnt umber tones.
Viktor's mother immediately recognized both the
state flower and the Doctor's handiwork. Her thank you
was heartfelt, and her question regarding the technique
of painting on cloth elicited an explanation which the
Doctor seemed pleased to offer.
The tin was full to brimming with shelled walnuts
from the Doctor's cottage yard.
The conversation level and the laughter from the
parlor caused some anxiety within the Doctor. More
than the countenance, it was a sudden rigidity in the
bearing of the guest that viktor detected.
Rather than follow Rev. Jonat toward the voices
the other guests in the parlor -- Dr. Mechler turned to
Viktor's mother and quietly said:
"I can take my
dinner in the pantry.
I would be quite comfortable
there." From his tone the statement was almost
certainly an entreaty.
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The elder Jona~es, husband and wife,
simultaneously overrode the reservations of their
guest, leading him, one on ~ach arm~ toward th~ parlor
for introductions and hot c~der. Vlktor had llttle
understanding, at the time, of the impli~ati~ns o~ an
eroded self-confidence. with little hes~tatlon V~ktor
retreated through the long corridor, crossed the
kitchen and climbed the back stairway to his third
floor room. The snow had slackened somewhat, and
viktor could look beyond the cornfields, lying fallOW,
all the way to Landen's woods.
Near two o'clock the Jona§ family and friends and
guests gathered around the dining room table,
lengthened with leaves to accommodate fourteen. After
a reading of the Christmas story from Luke, those
assembled continued the spirited conversations through
courses of pork roast, corn pudding, dumpling,
sauerkraut, relishes, pies and cakes.
As was often the case after dinner in the manse,
Viktor's father asked the young people to recite
favorite poems. One of viktor's brothers responded
with Eugene Field's Jest 'Fore Christmas.
From the
corner of his eye Viktor observed Doctor Mechler's
benign and satisfied expression and his barely
perceptible rocking in perfect time with the cadences
of the poem. Viktor's contribution was Invictus. A
cousin selected Longfellow's The Children's Hour.
Coffee was served, recitations of the children
concluded and the table momentarily fell silent -----a cup chattered in a saucer ------ another silence
The little toy dog is covered with dust,
But sturdy and stanch he stands;
And the little toy soldier is red with rust,
And his musket moulds in his hands.
Time was when the little toy dog was new,
And the soldier was passing fair,
And that was the time when our Little Boy Blue
Kissed them and put them there.
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viktor was never certain what inspired his f~ther
,
B
Blue
It could have been a oy
to re~a~~eL~;;l:tm~~ tree'or perhaps the earlier poem
:~~~nb Field. viktor's father continued t~rough the
secondYverse, stopped, and looked dow~ at h1s cup and
looked to the chandelier. No doubt h1S thou~hts,were
of his firstborn, who die~ in the cholera ep:dem1c
after the war. Rev. Jonas nodded ever-so S11ghtlY,to
the doctor, and after a pause, the doctor unfalter1ngly
completed the final eight lines.
Encouraged by the attentiveness around the table,
the two men continued their impromptu recitations for
some time more.
First, viktor's father rendered crossing the Bar
by Tennyson.
The Doctor followed with the first and final
verses of Shelley's Ode to the West Wind.
The men laughed when they were unable to continue
beyond the fifth octave of The Raven, and enthusiastic
applause nevertheless spontaneously arose all 'round
the dinner table.
The poetry recitations concluded, the remainder of
the day became a swirl of color and sound and activity.
The children coasted on toboggans, frequently
coming into the kitchen for hot chocolate and dry
mittens.
Schubert's unfinished symphony was heard
throughout the parlor on the RCA Red Label. Maple
firewood tossed orange and yellow flames up the flue,
white oak logs burned intensely, sometimes angrily
snapping and spitting a shower of sparks across the
hearth.
Some folks played Ch i nese checkers, others
were engrossed in the collection of stereoscopic slides
of exotic lands. Mrs. Jonas and her sister heated
water on the wood-burning stove and washed the dishes.
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After sandwiches and more coffee the guests
departed, and Viktor and his father harnessed Buck to
the sleigh and, under cover of darkness, returned the
Doctor to his cottage in the village.
Epilogue
After the Christmas of the snowstorm, Dr. Mechler
was a guest in the manse on other occasions.
Through the years the Doctor's drinking bouts
continued, but fewer people took notice of them.
The Doctor continued to help young women who found
themselves in a family way. Village rumor had it that
the Doctor always provided a sterile environment and
the finest professional treatment for the young ladies
who came the many miles from the city to the west
seeking Dr. Mechler.
For Viktor, the rumor was
validated during the years he worked in Doc Shine's
pharmacy. On many evenings during the late thirties,
it was Viktor's task to deliver plainly wrapped items
from the pharmacy to Doc Mechler's office within the
cottage. The item never varied:
alcohol or phenol,
gauze, cotton, green soap and sulfa powder.
Sometime after Viktor left the village, Dr.
Mechler was tried and convicted of performing surgical
procedures in contravention of state statutes. The
doctor was confined for three years at the State
Penitentiary at Waupun. His only visitor throughout
the imprisonment was Viktor's father, who faithfully
travelled to Waupun once each month, through all
seasons.
After World War II the Jonat clan left the village
and settled in various parts of the midwest and along
the Atlantic seaboard.
.
W~th me~ories of an idyllic youth as the
~~cen~lve~ Vlktor returned to his village one final

tlme

~n

hlS seventy-first year.
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The manse and every house along Wisconsin Avenue
had been razed. The Methodist Church had been replaced
by a Super America Station with twenty-four gas pumps.
Not a tree remained along Wisconsin Avenue as a result
of construction of additional traffic lanes.
The city to the west eventually encompassed the
village, and the village eventually became a place
through which to pass to outlying, upscale, attractive
tree-shaded suburbs. While accommodating thirty
thousand automobiles per day through its business
district, the village also became a haven for autowashes, parts stores, auto dealers, loan companies and
fast-food emporiums.
Doc Shine's pharmacy disappeared in the sixties,
and the Landen's cornfields were developed into cheap
apartments. A bulk mail center displaced the school
building.
street signs helped Viktor located Doc Mechler's
cottage. The unpainted clapboards had been faced with
brick. The building housed a beauty parlor. The
walnut trees had given way to an asphalt parking lot.
Viktor's boyhood haunts had been destroyed, and
the misgivings over his visit were acute.
Retreating to the village cemetery, Viktor found a
measure of peace, although the constant din of traffic
remained.
Doc Mechler's grave was overgrown and the market
discolored. Viktor read the stone aloud:
"Clarence W.
Mechler, M.D., 1884-1955."
"Seventy-one years," thought Jonas.
are the same age."

"Doc and I

At the dawn of recorded history, visions of God
came expressly to Ezekiel, in the land of the Chaldeans
by the River Chebari and the hand of the Eternal was
upon Ezekiel.
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Viktor never forgot the s n owb ound day which
brought Dr. Mechler to the man se bearing simple gifts
of walnuts, a painted handke rchief and poetry.
Now absorbed in though t in t he place of his
childhood, he wondered if P7r hap s he too had ~een
touched by the hand of God In that long-ago tlme on
Christmas day.
Milo R. Ber a n

3

Auntie Mom and t e Am erican Dream

This last August I fe L ~he pain th a t comes from
t he death of my mother.
~ "~ s not that unexpected.
At age 83 with a long h istory of intermittent
overindulgence and an aort ic aneu rysm, she was in
c ontinual pain from arthr it "s and enduring a fourteen
p ill a day regimen for va r " s chronic ailments that
need not be detailed here . S ff i ce it to say that a
a quick and unconscious
s econd aortic aneurysm bro 9
end to an unusual person.
- "s virtually impossible
t o condense an entire li fe
fi f teen minutes, but I
will attempt to do so wit h 'ery s hort brush strokes.
Mom was born Elizabet h
l i amson, on November 9,
in Chicago, the you nges- of three sisters. Her
f ather, Charles Spencer, was a prominent physician,
Head of the Department o f ed "c i ne at the University of
I llinois, who interesting
g t his MD degree from the
Medical College o f Ohio i : 9 6 . I know comparatively
l ittle of Mom's ch i ldhood.
impression was that her
parents were strict and s o-~~ a t remote. Her years
passed remarkably until her arriage to the first of
f ive husbands. He, an Ep "s p a l minister alleg e dly of
s hort stature in several "a's, did not l ast l on g nor
1 910,
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.

e second a Mccormick heir whose name was John
I think this latter one was pronouncedly
Hammon .
.
just long
neurotic and jealous, though hang~ng on
d
enough to sire two children, a son Robert an a
daughter, Barbara.

d~d thd

Her third husband happened to my good fortune to
be my father, a Yale corpor~tion lawye~ and Rhodes
Scholar of German stock. H~s autocrat~c.parents . .
dictated that each of their three sons w~ll be.d~v~ded
among these vocations: doctor, lawyer and bus~nessman.
My father was thus channeled down the lawyer's tract.
Their one daughter, Ruth, did not count. Mother always
insisted that this overt coercion into a profession not
of his choice contributed mightily to my father's
demise. Had he been allowed to be what he wanted
(which was a Latin teacher), his fate would have
totally changed.
My birth coincided exactly and unsurprisingly with
that of my twin sister, Leslie, January 15, 1941. I do
not remember a single thing about World War II so you
can all breath a sigh of relief. My very earliest
memory was that of Chicago in the bitter winter of
1944. I very dimly remember a park nearby our home
that had some kind of outdoor exhibit of the great
Chicago fire and a Mrs. O'Leary's cow, the alleged
perpetrator of the disaster.
I did not know at the
time that this was pure myth. Mrs. O'Leary's cow could
scarcely have kicked over the lantern while being
milked; Mrs. O'Leary was in bed at the time the Chicago
fire broke out, having milked the cow sometime earlier.
In fact, a reporter named Michael Ahern admitted to
making up the whole story to add spice to his account
of the conflagration. Alas, I have digressed.
My father was conscripted into the Army and
rapidly attained the rank of Colonel. His education
and vocation convinced the Army that he would be most
valuable to the war effort by the dubious duty of
relocating Japanese who had the misfortune of living in
the united states.
So it was off to scottsdale,
Arizona. When the war was finally over, my mother
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began selling real estate in what l a t e r became the
Comstock Lode of such enterprises in the Sun Belt, and
my father began doing very well i n hi s law profession.
The family lived like royalty. Ther e was a two story
mansion, a swimming pool, stables for horse~ and no
less than four servants, two of whom were ~lspatched to
care for the now combined total of f our chlldren, two
of course by Mom's previous marriage .
Black tie parties at t he a s ion were live band
extravaganzas with the reg ular at~ endance of the
.
Governor of Arizona. The on Y th lng I remember of thlS
miserable (for me) place were scorpions under every
rock and staring in the e yes of a sidewinder coming out
of a drainage pipe.
I r e e~er this because I was the
one pouring water down t he p ' pe . What saved me from a
fatal head strike was a hoe fly ing out of the sky
severing the serpent's head.
I t was wielded by my
brother, Bob.
I hated t he p a ce. Luxury meant nothing
to me; I was after all jus~ a k id.
I never saw my Mom
and Dad. My real parents .ere servants.
Soon an unexpected ca
emerged from California.
Dad's parents were rec a
g their son-lawyer to manage
the family estate. Mom
t erly and tearfully opposed
the move saying, rightf - , that they were happy and
successful where they were, but blood proved thicker
than martinis and r et r .e did to the land of fruits
and nuts.
There was not near e.ough work in the family trust
to keep my father e it er b sy or wealthy enough, so he
managed to get a job as a c orporation lawyer for Warner
Brothers in Hollywo od. T i s must have been interesting
rubbing shoulders wit s ar s and starlets and such; it
didn't do me any go od.
- as still a kid.
From here on, th ' gs went downhill fast.
Dad lost
his job at Warner Brot ers for reasons unknown to me.
He becam 7 despondent and hi s ~ealth diminished (though
we as chlldren had no c ceptlon of this). When Dad
came home, we were shoved i nto another room by
servants, leaving Mom and Dad to enjoy themselves in
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conversations animated by cocktails. This was not all
bad; one such spirited session resulted in the birth of
our last sibling, Jeff, whom we call to this day the
Martini Kid.
One Sunday morning in December, 1953, a few days
before Christmas, an unemployed lawyer was jogging to
Church. He was late to attend and teach a Sunday
school class. At some point Dad began to experience
respiratory distress, and the Episcopal minister left
the pulpit to escort Dad from the church. He collapsed
on the church steps and died of a massive coronary
thrombosis at the age of 43.
I was twelve.
Now we had an interesting situation. Here was a
mother of five children whose husband was dead.
She
was loaded with social grace but never worked a day in
her life. Our Dad, the corporation lawyer, though
acknowledged by most as brilliant, had neglected to
provide anything in the way of either retirement or
life insurance for his family. After all he was young,
wasn't he? So now we moved into the era of the reverse
of the American Dream: riches to rages. Before long
we were living on the wrong side of the tracks in
Pasadena, California, about three blocks from the Club
cobra, where occurred a significant amount of the total
crime production in Pasadena. Mom was in charge but
ruled with love not reason. This was a lady who simply
could not adjust to a life of poverty.
She was taught
outside the bedroom to be the perfect lady and hostess;
while inside a non-lethal version of a praying mantis in other words a near perfect early Twentieth century
lady who saw no contradiction in any of this. My own
interests at this time turned to the manufacture and
detonation of explosives.
I had no trouble ordering
pounds of powdered magnesium and potassium nitrate from
the manufacturer of my Christmas chemistry set. The
time delayed explosions in the backyard of our
dilapidated house, which were sufficient to rattle
dishes, were summarily dismissed as seismic
disturbances in that region so near the San Andreas
fault.
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hard time. There was never much m~ney,
and s~~mre~us:d to accept any signif~cant chan g e_ln her
personal life style. Checks were wrltten on non
existent funds; charge accounts skyrocketed and
incarceration by the gendarmes was prevent~d only by
the intervention of the embarrassed John Blrch Wlng of
her family in scottsdale.
Then there were the suitors. Most of the females
in my family could routinely fall in love with popular
recordings. Needless to say there were a ~ost of
hopeful consorts, most of whom were summ~rlly torpedoed
by my brothers and sisters.
I was at ~hlS tlme busy
making smooth bore cannons and was baslcally
disinterested in my mother's love life.
Husband number four was a man named George Balzer;
he was supposed to be an indoor decorator.
In fact he
was a homosexual alcoholic with nevertheless a
considerable amount of charm. He did not last long.
He drank only the best of liquors to the tune of $500 a
month and became abusive when intoxicated. He was
fortunately slight of build, and my two sisters had
little trouble tossing him down the stairwell during
one of his drunken fits.
Annulment was granted due to
a lack of marital consummation; no surprise there.
Number five was Bernard Kritzberg, a Jewish man
and basically a good fellow, even though by all
accounts he was dramatically over-sexed; something my
mother found refreshing for awhile until these joys
were extended to other women; hence his days also were
numbered. He did, however, take charge of finances and
stabilized a bad fiscal situation. To save money, we
lived for a time in a trailer right next to Disneyland
in Anaheim, California.
I remember only two things.
I
slept on the floor, and the ash from the nightly summer
fireworks from Disneyland burned holes in our trailer
awning.
We did have some good times, most notably spending
entire summers at a trailer part in Estero Bay just
south of Ensenada, Mexico, where for one dollar per day
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you could park the trailer and were therefore supplied
with water, electricity and sewer services. We spent
beautiful days water skiing and fishing.
Bernie had
some secret Florida lure that drove sea bass crazy.
It
was all but routine to catch a dozen bass in twenty
minutes. The most productive part of Estero Bay for
bass fishing was dutifully christened by Mother as
"Kritzberg's hungry bass hole".
Life was very good plenty of lobster and Mexicali beer. The bay is also
fondly remembered by me as the place where I, as a
college student, was secretly married to my wife who
you may be surprised to learn, given our family
history, is still my wife.
Bernie's days as I said earlier were numbered.
After the divorce, Mom essentially gave up the opposite
sex and devoted herself to her children.
She
absolutely dominated everyone's life except mine,
simply because I lived 2,300 miles away and that was
almost not enough.
I loved my Morn dearly but she could
be one super-tough lady.
She always had a fantastic,
if not tainted, sense of humor.
For example:
In
December of 1981 when I had just returned from a
sabbatical in France, I was pleased to learn that the
Cincinnati Bengals were going to their first super Bowl
to play the 4gers of San Francisco. Morn's first call
to me after not speaking to her number two son for six
full months, began as follows and I quote:
"Did you
hear about the cincinnati Bengal who wandered into a
San Francisco gay bar? He went in a tight end and carne
out a wide receiver." Thanks Morn.
William D. Behnke
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